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Thucydides and his older contemporary Herodotus were not the first people ever to embark 

on the activity 'history' or the literary genre 'historiography', but they were among the first 

Greeks to do so. Unlike their predecessors in the Ancient Near East and their fellow pioneers 

in the Greek world, each of them took as his subject a single complex event: Herodotus, the 

conflict between Persia and the Greeks which began in the mid-sixth century BC and 

culminated in the defeat of Xerxes' invasion of mainland Greece; and Thucydides, the 

conflict between Athens and Sparta which we call 'the Peloponnesian War' or, more 

accurately, 'the Second Peloponnesian War' (he himself called it 'the war of which 

Thucydides wrote the history' or 'this war' for short, and most Greeks at the time and for a 

long time after called different parts of it by different names). 

 

My generation was given the impression at school that Herodotus is naîve, credulous, jolly 

and superficial, Thucydides scientific, objective, sceptical and profound. Among those of us 

who have continued to work in Classics few, if any, now endorse that stark opposition. The 

reasons for our change of mind make a long story, but I offer you one of them to think about. 

Put yourself in the place of Herodotus and Thucydides in turn. As Herodotus, you have to 

investigate events which occurred before you were born, some of them long before, and all of 

them belonging to an era in which documentation (as understood by us today, or – for 

example – by the Assyrians) barely existed. As Thucydides, you are investigating events 

through which you yourself have lived; your recollections are at your disposal, very many of 

the participants in the events are available to you, and some of them are people you know 

intimately. Reflect at leisure – truly at leisure; this isn't an examination question – on the 

differences of attitude. approach. method and style of exposition which this difference of 

circumstances imposes on you. 

 

Thucydides was born into an Athenian aristocratic family somewhere around 470. The 

Peloponnesian War began in 431. He held a naval command in the North Aegean in 424, but 

went into exile after a failure for which he feared punishment. We know from some 

references which he makes in passing that he lived to see the end of the war in 404 and return 

to Athens. But he did not live to complete his account of the war, for it ends abruptly with 

events of the winter of 411/10. 

 

His exposition of those twenty years, together with an analysis of events of 433-432 which 

precipitated the war and a summary of relevant developments in the previous forty-five years. 

amounts to less than six hundred pages of a modern printed text; in the history of a 

contemporary war, a fair ration for twelve months' fighting, planning and diplomacy in a 

single area of operations. We all know from our own experience that unless we exercise 

selection we cannot easily finish describing any event. Most of the time our intuitive sense of 



relevance does the job for us, but for a historiographer the problem is much more formidable 

and requires many conscious decisions. 

 

The Power of the Spoken Word 

 

I take it that Thucydides' principle of selection was to concentrate on what mattered causally. 

The greater part of his text is narrative; his own characterization of situations is memorable 

but rare (see especially ii 53, on the moral effects of the plague, and iii 82 f., on stasis), and 

his explanation of a particular occurrence in terms of a generalization even rarer (viii 89, 4. 

on the inherent weakness of oligarchies, is a good example). I am making it sound as if he 

'lets the facts speak for themselves'. Yet a quarter of his entire text is composed of speeches: 

generals' exhortations to their troops, politicians addressing assemblies or in conflict before 

an assembly, diplomatic envoys pleading or threatening. Is there some contradiction here, or 

does Thucydides regard speeches as an exceptionally important category of fact? 

 

The Iliad is full of speeches and dialogue; the worth of a Homeric hero is manifested 'in 

battle and in council'. There is also an abundance of direct speech in Herodotus. Yet the Iliad 

is fiction, and the words uttered on most of the occasions to which Herodotus ascribes them 

were totally beyond verification (as indeed were the occasions themselves). Many historians 

after Thucydides thought it part of their job to invent speeches. The literary critic Dionysius 

of Halicarnassus complains about the famous Funeral Speech which Thucydides puts into the 

mouth of Pericles: 'Why does he put it there, and not at some other point in the war?' I fear 

that if we replied to Dionysius 'because Pericles delivered it at the end of 431 and not at any 

other time' he would sadly dismiss us as imbeciles. Some of the most eminent scholars of this 

century would agree with him, and would call our attention to the 'rules of the genre'. Yet the 

late fifth century BC is a rather early date for us to be talking about rules; historiography, and 

with it the practices of which some (not all) were destined later to solidify into rules, was still 

being moulded experimentally by Thucydides and his contemporaries. 

 

Moreover, Thucydides claims (i 22. 1) that he had recourse to invention in composing 

speeches only when he lacked evidence for what was actually said. Was it an accepted rule 

that a historiographer should not only treat speeches as an exercise in creative fiction but also 

assure his readers that he was doing nothing of the kind? And whatever theory we hold about 

the speeches, do we or do we not apply it also to the numerous summaries in indirect speech, 

varying in scale from a page to a few lines (e.g. ii 13, vii 69. 2 f., viii 27)? These are not 

rhetorical questions intended to dispose of the matter, but real questions demanding patient 

work and thought, and in the course of time the individual scholar may go through some 

changes of mind in answering them. 

 

It is a fact that in a Greek city-state a persuasive speech could be a causally momentous 

event. It is also a fact that Thucydidean speeches, while permeated with the rhetorical artifice 

which characterizes genuine political oratory in most ages, are all expressed in the same 

condensed, abstract, sophisticated language as Thucydides' own comments and analyses. 

Hence the suspicion that he has used speeches to implant in his readers his own 



'philosophical' interpretation of the past, in terms of the opposition (for example) between 

intelligent human planning and the unpredictable obstacles imposed by nature, or between 

tradition and innovation. Some contemporary critics have taken the further step of suggesting 

that his narrative itself is a product of selection, manipulation and distortion designed to 

support his own theoretical interpretation of events. 

 

Natural and Unnatural Selection 

 

There are several different principles of selection. The writer may concentrate almost entirely 

on what is spectacular and charged with pathos, skipping the 'dull' bits in between and hoping 

that his readers will remember him, quote him and re-read him for the powerful dramatic 

effect which his writing has had on them. This is a temptation to which Thucydides 

sometimes yields (for example, the last battle in the harbour at Syracuse and the beginning of 

the Athenian retreat, vii 70 f., 75). A gifted writer is bound to seek the artistic satisfaction of 

describing in powerful language scenes which have worked powerfully on his own 

imagination. The trouble about selection for dramatic effect, of course, is that it is so easy to 

make fiction more dramatic than truth. 

 

Or a writer may take the view (as some people in the ancient world did) that the function of 

history is to inspire by good example and display the penalties of vice; or to induce the reader 

to adopt one political or religious opinion rather than another. Thucydides' political and 

religious opinions are not hard to discern, nor is his moral standpoint, but there is not much 

mileage in the hypothesis that he believed propaganda to be the function of history (unless 

the hypothesis stretches the terms 'moral', 'political' and 'religious' much further than usual). 

That is just as well. because here again fiction commonly does the job more effectively than 

fact. 

 

Thirdly, a writer may want his readers to understand the past (and therefore, necessarily, to 

have a better chance of understanding what is going on in their own time also). In that case. 

he will try to sift the causally momentous from the causally trivial and irrelevant; in other 

words, he will concentrate on what. in his view, really made all the difference to the course 

taken by events. Thucydides professes concern (i 22. 3) that his work should be 'useful to 

those who want to see the truth of what happened and what is likely, given human 

circumstances, to happen in similar or comparable form in the future'. He does not say, nor 

have we reason to suppose he means, that 'history repeats itself' precisely in some bizarre 

cyclic mechanism, nor need we debit him with a belief (which could hardly survive a 

minute's reflection on the multiplicity of variables present in any actual situation) that an 

exact science of national and international politics, capable of infallible prediction, could be 

deduced from an accumulation of political 'case histories'. He simply appreciated the fact that 

there are such things as recurrent structures in events, approximations to constants in politics 

and war which tend to have similar effects at different times. and that accurate knowledge of 

the manifestations of these recurrent structures is useful in the same way as an individual's 

remembered experience is useful. History is, after all, an extension of our collective 

experience. 



 

And in any case it is interesting to find out what has happened. History owes its existence to 

the wonderful human capacity to find things interesting whether or not they have any 

apparent practical application. When Thucydides justifies (i 23. 4) his account of the 

precipitating causes of the Peloponnesian War with the words 'so that no-one may ever seek 

to discover how so great a conflict arose', he presupposes that someone. somewhere, would 

have asked the question for its own sake. 

 

The Last Word? 

 

Pericles addressing the Athenians, miraculously depicted on a modern Greek postcard. 

Reactions to that can be indignant or panicky or both. Indignant, because we are disposed to 

think that great writers must also be truthful writers, especially when they profess an earnest 

concern for accuracy and objectivity and their reflections on events are sombre and dignified. 

Panicky, because he is, as they say, 'all we've got'. That is not actually quite true, because if 

his work had been lost we would still learn a great deal about the history of fifth-century 

Athens by hooking the surviving documentary material on to the sequence of events which 

the intact though summary historical work of Diodorus derived from Ephorus (and Ephorus 

largely from Thucydides); but it is still the case that Thucydides alone is our source for many 

thousands of data (three or four separable data may be contained in a single line of his 

narrative). 

 

We are under no obligation to believe either that Thucydides always got things right or that 

he systematically misrepresented things in order to adjust recalcitrant fact to his own 

preconceptions and predilections. We are under no obligation to believe anything ever except 

what is, at any given moment, more consonant with the available evidence than any 

alternative belief. Within Thucydides' work we can find evidence of changes of mind on his 

part (for example, about the practicability of the Athenian enterprise against Syracuse) and an 

occasional hint of obsession (for example, about the part played by political disunity in the 

defeat of Athens). Above all, it is so very rare for him to confess doubt or ignorance or to 

make even the most oblique reference to his sources of information, that we have simply no 

idea of his methods of interrogation, his criteria of probability, or the ways in which his 

partialities and predilections affected his choice between alternative accounts. The words 

quoted above from i 23. 4, ' . . . so that no one may ever seek to discover how so great a 

conflict arose', betray in a startling fashion the inescapable fact that this great pioneer 

historian had not appreciated a fundamental principle of history: that every historical 

statement is subject to correction in the light of new evidence, new considerations and new 

questions. 
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